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Abstract: The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is proving to be a powerful invertebrate model 
to study host‑pathogen interactions. In common with other invertebrates, C. elegans 
relies solely on its innate immune system to defend itself against pathogens. Studies of 
the nematode response to infection with various fungal and bacterial pathogens have 
revealed that the innate immune system of C. elegans employs evolutionary conserved 
signalling pathways. They regulate the expression of various effectors molecules, 
some of which are also conserved. Here, we summarize the current knowledge of the 
pathways and effector molecules involved in the nematode immune response, with 
a particular focus on the antifungal immune response of the C. elegans epidermis.

INTRODUCTION

C. elegans is a free‑living soil nematode that feeds on bacteria and is therefore 
constantly exposed to potential pathogens.1 Like other invertebrates, C. elegans lacks an 
adaptive immune system. In contrast to many invertebrate species, however, C. elegans 
does not appear to have specialized immune cells. For example, while Drosophila has 
macrophage‑like hemocytes, which engulf invading microbes, the only cells in the 
nematode body cavity, the 6 coelomocytes, do not seem to be capable of phagocytosis 
but function as scavenger cells with a high endocytic capacity.2

C. elegans possesses three major mechanisms of defences against microbial attacks:1 
Avoidance behaviour: It has been demonstrated that worms are able to distinguish between 
different bacteria. Whereas most bacteria attract C. elegans, some repel the nematode 
and cause an avoidance behaviour. Such an aversive response can be specifically directed 
against the pathogenic strains of a bacterial species (reviewed in ref. 3). Olfactory neurons, 
G protein coupled receptors and the only Toll‑like receptor (TLR) in C. elegans, TOL‑1, 
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106 INVERTEBRATE IMMUNITY

are involved in triggering the avoidance behaviour to pathogenic Serratia marcescens.4,5 
Worms can “remember” odours6 and can even learn to avoid bacteria that are recognized as 
noxious.7 This discrimination relies in part on pairs of asymmetric chemosensory neurons.8 
Their correct development requires a signalling cassette that includes an intracellular 
TIR‑domain adapter protein (TIR‑1) acting upstream of a p38 MAPK cascade.9 This 
cassette, which will be described in more detail below, appears also to play a direct 
behavioural role as it has been found to be involved in the neuroendocrine regulation 
of serotonin‑dependent aversion to Pseudomonas aeruginosa.10,2 The second axis of 
protection against pathogen invasion is a strong cuticle, made of collagen and chitin and 
constituting the exoskeleton of the worm. It acts as a physical barrier that is relatively 
resistant to puncturing. As a complement, the pharyngeal grinder destroys pathogens 
that are taken up during feeding. It prevents live pathogens from reaching the intestine 
and establishing an infection. Indeed, mutants with defective grinder function are more 
susceptible to infection.11,12,3 The third line of defence involves inducible mechanisms. 
These will be the main focus of this chapter. C. elegans possesses a complex inducible 
defence system involving multiple signalling cascades that regulate the production of 
antimicrobial peptides (AMP) and proteins in a pathogen‑ and tissue‑specific way.

ROUTES OF INFECTION

Most of the known pathogens of C. elegans use two main routes of infection, 
through the pharynx or the epidermis (Fig. 1). Many Gram‑positive and Gram‑negative 
bacteria as well as yeast, infect worms upon oral up‑take during feeding and establish 
an intestinal infection. They must survive the passage through the grinder to reach the 
intestine, proliferate and establish an infection. In some cases, it has been shown that the 
pathogen destroys the grinder,13 in others it appears that the infectious particles, such as 
the spores of Bacillus thuringensis are resistant to the mechanical action of the grinder.14 
Almost all characterised intestinal pathogens of C. elegans remain extracellular, apart 
from Salmonella typhimurium and the microsporidium Nematocida parisii, that have 
been shown to establish intracellular infection in the intestinal cells.15,16

Some pathogenic bacteria and fungi can adhere to the cuticle and infect the C. elegans 
epidermis. For example, Microbacterium nematophilum adheres to the anal region of the 
nematode and induces hindgut swelling17 and Leucobacter chromiireducens is capable 
of causing lethal uterine infections18 (Fig. 1). Different fungi that are pathogenic for 
nematodes, including Drechmeria coniospora and species of Haptocillium, produce 
spores that adhere and then penetrate the cuticle and grow into the epidermis (Figs. 1 
and 2).19,20 Although some pathogens, such as certain strains of P. aeruginosa, produce 
fast‑acting toxins,21 against which C. elegans appears defenceless, in many cases, infection 
provokes an immune response.

PATHOGEN RECOGNITION

The first step of an inducible defence is the recognition of the pathogen. Conserved 
structures on pathogens that are not present in the host and thus recognized as foreign, 
so called microbe‑associated molecular patterns (MAMPs), bind to pattern recognition 
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107INNATE IMMUNITY IN C. ELEGANS

receptors (PRRs) in many organisms.22 PRRs include peptidoglycan recognition proteins 
(PGRP), Gram negative binding proteins (GNBP), nucleotide‑binding oligomerization 
domain (NOD) and NACHT domain proteins.23 Genes encoding proteins of these families 
are absent from the C. elegans genome.

One prominent class of PRRs, in vertebrates the TLRs, can sense outer membrane 
components of the bacteria, RNA or DNA.22 As mentioned above, the single worm TLR, 
TOL‑1, is involved in behavioural avoidance of some pathogenic bacteria,4,5 but does 
not seem to play a role in the resistance to several pathogens,5 nor in the regulation of 
certain immune effectors.24 One study showed that tol‑1 mutants are more susceptible 
to S. typhimurium infection,25 but it is unclear whether this is due to an involvement 
of tol‑1 in a protective immune response or rather due to a defect in cell adherence in 
the pharynx of the tol‑1 mutant leading to a defect in a physical barrier thus favouring 
pathogen invasion.

TLRs, as well as a number of other PRR families, in both plants and animals, 
share a common domain, the leucine rich repeat (LRR) domain. In a recent study, the 
role in host defences of each of the 14 predicted transmembrane proteins with LRR 
domains encoded in the C. elegans genome, was assayed. Loss‑of‑function mutants 
in one gene, fshr‑1, which encodes a glycopeptide hormone receptor homologue, 
were found to be more susceptible to infection by Gram positive and Gram negative 
bacteria. It has yet to be determined if FSHR‑1, which is expressed in the intestine, 
acts as a pathogen receptor or rather functions as a positive modulator of the nematode 
immune response.26

C‑type lectins are carbohydrate‑binding proteins that can exhibit very narrow ligand 
specificity. In mammals, a number of C‑type lectins have established roles in innate 
immunity. For example, Dectin‑1 is highly expressed on macrophages and recognizes 
beta‑glucan, a component of the fungal cell wall and thereby acts as a PRR.23 C. elegans 
possesses 278 genes encoding C‑type lectins, but it is currently unclear as to whether any 
of them function as PRRs or rather as effector molecules (see below).

While there is no clear Dectin‑1 orthologue in C. elegans, there are a number of 
potential scavenger receptors (SR), another class of protein known to be involved in 
pathogen recognition in other species.27 Indeed, there are six proteins homologous to 
CD36 and Croquemort, members of the SR‑B family and one well‑characterised SCARF 
orthologue CED‑1. Because of its expression in the intestine throughout development, 
one of these, C03F11.3, was suggested a number of years ago to be potentially involved 
in the recognition of microbial molecules.28 A study published last year supports such 
an idea, as CED‑1/SCARF and C03F11.3/CD36 appear to function in host resistance to 
Candida albicans and Cryptococcus neoformans in C. elegans.29 Whether in the nematode 
these proteins in fact recognize yeast cell wall beta‑glucans and act as PRRs has not been 
formally demonstrated. Alternatively, given CED‑1’s known function in recognizing dying 
cells during programmed cell death, it might instead recognize damaged host material 
and then induce the unfolded protein response (UPR, see below) in an attempt to contain 
this damage. So we still do not know whether the worm responds through the detection 
of specific MAMPs or more generally to the cellular damage and stress caused by the 
pathogen (so‑called danger theory30) or both. Nevertheless, the finding that C. elegans 
shows distinct immune responses to different pathogens that infect via the same route and 
have similar levels of virulence,31,32 clearly supports a model of C. elegans specifically 
recognizing pathogens.
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108 INVERTEBRATE IMMUNITY

Figure 1. Pathogens of C. elegans and their route of infection. Most known pathogens of C. elegans 
are ingested and establish an infection in the intestinal lumen. Certain bacteria produce toxins (*) that 
can kill the nematode. The fungus D. coniospora and the bacteria M. nematophilum adhere to the 
cuticle and infect the nematode via the epidermis. Not all known pathogens of C. elegans are shown.

Figure 2. Fungal infection of C. elegans. (A and B) D. coniospora, (C and D) Haptocillium. (A and 
C) adhesion of the spores to the cuticle after few hours, (B and D) after 2 days fungal hyphae grow 
out of the worm. Scale bars are 10 mm (A), 100 mm (B) and 50 mm (C and D).
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109INNATE IMMUNITY IN C. ELEGANS

SIGNALLING PATHWAYS INVOLVED IN THE IMMUNE RESPONSE

Even if the manner in which the immune response in C. elegans is initiated has not 
been fully elucidated, several signalling cascades have been described that are activated 
specifically by certain pathogens (Table 1) and lead to the production of effector molecules 
which have the potential to destroy pathogens.

Table 1. Summary of the major signalling pathways in the C. elegans Immune System 
(updated from ref. 86)

Pathway Tissue Components Homologues References

p38 MAPK Epidermis GPA‑12, RACK‑1 G protein subunits 82
EGL‑8, PLC‑3 Phospholipase C 82
NIPI‑3 Tribbles kinase 35

Epidermis and TPA‑1 Protein kinase C 82,87
intestine TIR‑1 SARM 24,34,88

NSY‑1, SEK‑1, 
PMK‑1

MAP kinases 12,35

FSHR‑1 Intestine FSHR‑1 G protein coupled 
receptor

26

ZIP‑2 Intestine ZIP‑2 b‑zip transcription 
factor

65

Insulin Nervous system INS‑7 Insulin‑like peptide 76
signalling Intestine DAF‑2 Insulin receptor 42

AGE‑1 PI3 kinase 42
AKT‑1, AKT‑2 Akt kinase 43
DAF‑16 FOXO transcription 

factor
42

TGF‑b Nervous system DBL‑1 TGF‑b 54,55
epidermis SMA‑6 TGF‑breceptor 55

SMA‑3 SMAD protein 55
Wnt/Hox Intestine/ BAR‑1 b‑catenin 61

Hindgut EGL‑5 Hox transcription 
factor

61,64

ERK 
MAPK

Hindgut LIN‑45, MEK‑2, 
MPK‑1

ERK MAP kinase 39

EGL‑8 Phospholipase C 89
SUR‑2 Mediator component 39

UPR1 Intestine XBP‑1 
HSP‑4

X box protein 
Heat shock protein

50,52

Pharynx CED‑1, C03F11.3 Scavenger receptor 51
Autophagy Intestine BEC‑1, LGG‑1 ATG proteins 16

1The recent results of Richardson et al suggest that the primary function of the UPR is to protect against 
ER stress arising from the increase secretory response. Whether this is the case for Bt toxin50 and for 
the noncanonical UPR51 remains to be seen.
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110 INVERTEBRATE IMMUNITY

Mitogen‑Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) Pathways

Mitogen‑activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways are considered to be the most 
ancient signal transduction cascades in immunity, found in both animals and plants. Three 
MAPK cascades are implicated in C. elegans immunity. A role for the p38 MAPK pathway 
in C. elegans defence was first revealed in a genetic screen for mutants hypersensitive to 
infection by Pseudomonas aeruginosa.12 Since then, the p38 MAPK cascade has been 
shown to protect the worm against other Gram negative and positive bacteria and also 
fungi and seems to be one of the main signal transduction cascades in the worm’s innate 
immune response.33‑38

A second MAPK cascade implicated in C. elegans immunity is the extracellular 
signal‑regulated kinase (ERK) pathway that is involved in the resistance of C. elegans 
to infection by the Gram positive bacterium M. nematophilum.39 Thirdly, the MAPK 
kinase protein MEK‑1 of the c‑Jun N‑terminal kinase (JNK) pathway is required for 
full activation of the p38 MAPK PMK‑1, revealing an interaction between the different 
MAPK pathways.40

DAF‑2/Insulin‑Like Receptor (ILR) Pathway

The DAF‑2/insulin‑like receptor (ILR) pathway, which involves the Foxo family 
transcription factor DAF‑16, is also clearly important for the immune response of 
C. elegans, but its precise role is less clear. Active DAF‑2 retains DAF‑16/FOXO in the 
cytoplasm. In daf‑2 mutants, DAF‑16 is predominantly in the nucleus. This results in an 
increase in DAF‑16‑dependent gene expression.41 DAF‑2 is well known to be important 
for the control of lifespan. In addition to being long‑lived, daf‑2 mutants show increased 
resistance to infection by several bacteria.42 Genetic evidence suggests, however, that the 
role of DAF‑2 in immune signalling is distinct from its role in ageing. Downstream of 
DAF‑2, four known serine threonine kinases, PDK‑1, SGK‑1, AKT‑1 and AKT‑2, regulate 
lifespan in at least 3 independent pathways. Mutants in these four kinases are long‑lived, 
but only akt‑1 and akt‑2 mutants are more resistant to infection by P. aeruginosa.43

It has been postulated that increased resistance of daf‑2 mutants may be linked to 
changes in expression for multiple antimicrobial genes.44 But a direct comparison of the 
genes transcriptionally regulated by DAF‑16/FOXO and the genes regulated after infection 
reveals a surprisingly limited overlap. Indeed most of the pathogen‑induced immunity genes 
downstream of the PMK‑1/p38 pathway are repressed by DAF‑16/FOXO.45,46 Further, in 
contrast to what is seen upon exposure of C. elegans to several different abiotic stresses, 
nuclear translocation of DAF‑16/FOXO has never been detected after infection. Additionally, 
it has been shown that DAF‑16 transcriptionally regulates many genes involved in stress 
responses.44,47 It is therefore more probable that the DAF‑2/DAF‑16 pathway is part of 
a general stress response rather than a specific immune response. It should, however, 
be mentioned that the DAF‑2/DAF‑16 pathway controls multiple aspects of C. elegans 
physiology. Among other things, the DAF‑2/DAF‑16 pathway appears to influence the 
worm’s pathogen avoidance behaviour, by an as yet undetermined mechanism.48

The Unfolded Protein Response

In vertebrates, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) unfolded protein response (UPR) is 
particularly important for the development and survival of highly secretory cells such 
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111INNATE IMMUNITY IN C. ELEGANS

as plasma cells and exocrine gland acinar cells, which secrete immunoglobulins and 
digestive enzymes, respectively, as well as in dendritic cells and other antigen presenting 
cells.49 In C. elegans, the UPR has been shown to be protective against B. thuringiensis. 
As detailed more fully below, it is activated by the poreforming toxins through the p38 
MAPK pathway.50 The UPR is also involved in the immune response to S. typhimurium 
and it appears that the scavenger receptor CED‑1 is required for the activation of the 
UPR pathway.51

Very recently, the IRE‑1‑XBP‑1 branch of the UPR was shown to be involved in 
defences against P. aeruginosa. Abrogation of xbp‑1 blocks part of the UPR and leads 
to a disruption of ER morphology. This has no major detrimental effect when worms are 
cultured under normal conditions, but if they are raised on P. aeruginosa, they are unable 
to complete their development and arrest as larvae. The developmental requirement for 
XBP‑1 is bypassed in mutants of the p38/PMK‑1 pathway, such that xbp‑1; pmk‑1 double 
mutants can grow on P. aeruginosa. This led the authors to suggest that the production of 
antimicrobial proteins and peptides places a stress on the ER, which needs to be balanced 
by the activation of the UPR. In other words, the UPR may protect the host from the 
potentially damaging effect of its own innate immune against microbes.52

TGF‑b

A comparison of known targets of the developmentally important transforming growth 
factor b (TGF‑b)/DBL‑1 pathway53 with those upregulated in adults upon infection with 
S. marcescens revealed a number of genes in common, including some encoding lectins 
and lysozymes.54 More recently, TGF‑b has been shown to be necessary for the regulation 
of AMP expression after a fungal infection (see below, ref. 55).

Autophagy, Apoptosis and Necrosis

A transcriptome analysis comparing the host genes affected by different bacterial 
infections revealed that among the genes induced by multiple bacteria were ones required 
for necrotic cell death. One might interpret this as indicating that necrosis could be a 
protective host defence mechanism. But when necrosis‑defective mutants were tested, 
they were found to be more resistant to a bacterial infection than wild type.32 Similarly, 
a recent study has shown that a loss‑of‑function mutation in ced‑3 that encodes a caspase 
involved in apoptosis, also protects the worm against infection with S. typhimurium.16 
This could be consistent with a deliberate triggering of necrotic cell death or apoptosis 
by pathogenic bacteria, as a strategy to increase their effective virulence.

Conversely, autophagy appears to be protective against the intracellular pathogen 
S. typhimurium. Thus bec‑1 or lgg‑1 mutants that are autophagy‑defective show an 
increased susceptibility to infection, with an accumulation of Salmonella containing 
vacuoles (SCV) in the intestinal cell compared to wild type worms. Interestingly, 
these autophagy‑defective mutants suppress the enhanced resistance to S. typhimurium 
infection of daf‑2/Insulin receptor mutants and of a strain overexpressing DAF‑16/
FOXO,16 while at the same time increasing normal life span.56 This suggests that 
increased intestinal epithelial cell autophagic activity may partially underlie the 
resistance of daf‑2 mutants to intracellular pathogens.16 It will be interesting to establish 
whether intestinal cell autophagy also contributes to the resistance of C. elegans to 
extracellular pathogens.
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112 INVERTEBRATE IMMUNITY

TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE IMMUNE RESPONSE

The transcription factor NF‑kB links the reception and transmission of an infection 
signal to the expression of effector proteins in vertebrates and insects. Therefore, 
its absence from the nematode genome is remarkable and opens the possibility of 
studying alternative mechanisms of transcriptional regulation potentially conserved 
in other species. For example, having shown that most of the effectors induced by P. 
aeruginosa infection in the intestine of C. elegans are under the control of the GATA 
transcription factor ELT‑2, Tan and colleagues were able to show that ELT‑2 increases 
host resistance to intestinal infection with bacterial45 and this was subsequently also 
shown to be the case for intestinal fungal pathogens.57 Another GATA transcription 
factor ELT‑3 contributes to the proper expression in the epidermis of AMP genes. But 
it was also shown to be required for the expression in the epidermis of genes important 
for osmoregulation, not directly related to innate immunity. This led to the suggestion 
that this GATA TF acts as a more generic transcription factor in the epidermis.58 This 
latter conclusion is in line with a study published this year showing that ELT‑3 in the 
epidermis, but also ELT‑2 in the intestine, are essential for tissue‑specific activation 
of osmosensitive gene expression and promote survival under osmotically stressful 
conditions.59

Just as the response to infection and osmotic adaptation may be controlled via 
regulation of common tissue‑specific GATA transcription factors, so too is there a 
link between innate immunity and temperature adaptation. A mild heat shock has been 
shown to increase the resistance of C. elegans to infection with Gram positive and Gram 
negative bacteria. This resistance is independent of the p38 MAPK/PMK‑1 pathway and 
requires the heat shock factor HSF‑1 and heat shock proteins. The forkhead transcription 
factor DAF‑16 is positively regulated by heat shock and is required for the induction 
of HSF‑1 thus linking the heat shock pathway to the DAF‑2/ILR pathway.60

The transcriptional cofactor BAR‑1/b‑catenin and the homeobox gene egl‑5 have 
been shown to play a role in C. elegans intestinal epithelial immunity and resistance to 
S. aureus,61 in addition to its established role in cell fate decision during development.62 
EGL‑5 is also necessary in the hindgut to induce swelling upon M. nematophilum 
infection.63,64 Interestingly, the human homologues of EGL‑5, HOXA9 and HOXA10 
dampen NFkB‑dependent TLR2 signalling, suggesting a conserved role in innate 
immune defence.61

Further insights into the complexity of innate immune signalling were obtained in 
a study that used a gene specifically induced by virulent P. aeruginosa strains called 
“infection response gene 1” (irg‑1). It was chosen as its expression is independent of 
the PMK‑1/p38 pathway. Several candidates required for the full induction of irg‑1 
were identified from a screen of more than 300 transcription factors, based on RNA 
interference. Among them, most interest was focused on the bZIP transcription factor 
zip‑2. It was shown to be required for the induction not only of irg‑1 but of several 
putative effector genes, in all cases independent of the PMK‑1/p38 pathway and also 
of FSHR‑1. Certain target genes, such as irg‑3, were demonstrated to be regulated by 
yet another pathway, involving neither zip‑2, nor p38, nor FSHR‑1, suggesting that 
at least 4 independent pathways contribute to pathogen resistance in the C. elegans 
intestine upon P. aeruginosa infection.65
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113INNATE IMMUNITY IN C. ELEGANS

EFFECTOR MOLECULES INVOLVED IN THE IMMUNE RESPONSE

Antimicrobial Peptides

C. elegans possesses different types of antimicrobial proteins and several classes of 
AMP. Among them are the mollusc defensin/mycitin‑like peptides (ABF‑1 to ABF‑6). 
One of them, ABF‑2 has demonstrated antimicrobial activity.66 It is strongly upregulated 
upon prolonged exposure to S. typhimurium.67 Additionally, there are the neuropeptide‑like 
proteins (NLPs) and the caenacins (CNC),24,55,58 that are rapidly and strongly induced by 
fungal infection and that will be discussed in detail below.

Caenopores

Caenopores is the name given to a number of C. elegans proteins that contain the 
saposin domain, common to mammalian NK‑lysin and granulysin and the protozoan 
amoebapores.68 Members of this family were first identified more than a decade ago, 
when two among them, SPP‑1 and SPP‑5, were shown to have a bactericidal function.69 
SPP‑5 is constitutively expressed and kills bacteria by permeabilising their membrane. 
Interestingly, another member of this family, SPP‑3, is expressed both upon starvation 
and contact with certain bacteria, thus suggesting a potential link between nutrition and 
immunity.68

Lysozymes

Lysozymes are another class of molecules known to be involved in immune defence 
in many species. In contrast to arthropods, C. elegans does not have C‑type lysozymes, 
but possesses a repertoire of 15 genes, falling into 3 classes, two related to protist 
lysozymes and one specific to invertebrates.70 Certain lysozymes, including lys‑7, are 
induced upon bacterial challenge and their inactivation has been shown to render worms 
more susceptible to M. nematophilum and P. aeruginosa.54,71,72 The expression of other 
lysozymes, mainly from the invertebrate class, has been reported to be repressed upon 
infection. Although the exact function of these latter genes still remains to be determined, 
the amplification of the lysozyme family by gene duplication in the nematode is a clear 
example of evolutionary function diversification.70

Lectins

Lectins are also involved in innate defences in many species and can be involved in 
pathogen recognition but also in immune effector functions. In C. elegans, there are a very 
large number of lectin genes, including 11 galectins, in the lec gene class and 265 C‑type 
lectins in the clec gene class. The expression of some lec and clec genes is up‑regulated 
by several pathogens; for others their induction appears to be relatively pathogen‑specific. 
This differential upregulation has led to the suggestion that they might be an element 
conferring specificity to the immune response of C. elegans.31,32,54,72 In some cases, they 
have demonstrable role in host defence. Inactivation of some lectins, for example, renders 
worms more susceptible to M. nematophilum.72 Unfortunately, there is currently little 
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114 INVERTEBRATE IMMUNITY

direct functional information about most of the large number of lectins. One exception 
is the glycolipid‑binding galectin LEC‑8 that has been shown recently to play a role in 
host defence against B. thuringiensis infection by competitively inhibiting the binding 
of the toxin Cry5B to its host glycolipid receptor.73

Reactive Oxygen Species

In addition to its arsenal of antimicrobial proteins, C. elegans also has the capacity to 
produce bactericidal reactive oxygen species (ROS) in response to exposure to pathogens. 
This has been best characterised in the case of infection with the Gram‑positive pathogen 
Enterococcus faecalis, which provokes ROS production via the action of the dual oxidase 
BLI‑3. ROS are relatively unspecific in their capacity to kill cells. They affect invading 
micro‑organisms, but can also damage host tissues. As a result, increased levels of 
ROS triggers a protective stress response in the host. This involves up‑regulation of the 
superoxide dismutase SOD‑3 and the catalase CTL‑2, which sequential detoxify the 
ROS. Both enzymes are targets of DAF‑16. Indeed, their combined action is part of the 
mechanism underlying the increased resistance to infection of daf‑2 mutants. Consistent 
with a protective role for oxidative stress, the addition of compounds that scavenge ROS 
increase the sensitivity of C. elegans to infection with E. faecalis.74,75

MODULATION OF THE IMMUNE RESPONSE BY THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

ROS can act in a relatively unspecific manner over a distance to affect cells not in 
direct contact with a pathogen. Several recent papers attempt to provide evidence for 
more refined noncell autonomous mechanisms involved in controlling the response of 
C. elegans to infection. These examples involve the nervous system. Kawli and Tan 
demonstrated that the release of dense core vesicles (DCVs) from neurons suppresses the 
intestinal immune response of C. elegans to P. aeruginosa and that this neuronal control 
mechanisms is mediated in the intestine by the DAF‑2/ILR pathway. The insulin‑like 
peptide INS‑7 has been proposed to provide the link between DCV release in neurons 
and the DAF‑2/ILR pathway in the intestine.76 In a second study, Stryer et al reported that 
NPR‑1, a G‑protein‑coupled receptor related to mammalian neuropeptide Y receptors, 
functions to suppress innate immunity to P. aeruginosa, by acting upstream of the p38 
MAPK signalling cascade.77 It should be noted, however, that the reported changes in 
gene expression seen in the npr‑1 mutant are minimal compared to those seen upon 
infection by P. aeruginosa. Further, the results of Stryer et al have been contradicted 
by a more recent study showing that the difference in susceptibility in the npr‑1 mutant 
strain is due to its well‑characterised behaviour of clumping, a behaviour which is linked 
to sensing oxygen concentration.78 In a final example, as mentioned above and described 
more fully below, the expression of cnc AMP genes appears to involve regulation by 
neuronally‑derived TGF‑b.55

IMMUNE RESPONSE TO PORE‑FORMING TOXINS

Some bacteria, such as B. thuringiensis, are able to produce multiple toxins that target 
host cells. These pore‑forming toxins (PFTs) make holes in membranes and alone can 
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115INNATE IMMUNITY IN C. ELEGANS

cause the death of C. elegans. Not surprisingly, the nematode has evolved mechanisms to 
protect itself from the nefarious effects of PFTs. It has been demonstrated that the toxin 
directly binds glycolipids and that the major mechanism for PFT resistance in C. elegans 
entails a loss of glycolipid carbohydrates.79 Moreover, in the case of the B. thuringensis 
Cry5B toxin, this response involves the PMK‑1/p38 and cJunN‑terminal kinase‑like 
pathways. The mechanism has an inbuilt component of amplification, since these kinases 
are also transcriptionally upregulated by Cry5B.38 Activation of the p38 MAPK pathway 
by Cry5B activates the IRE‑1 UPR pathway. IRE‑1 induces an alternative splicing of 
the transcription factor xbp‑1. The resultant infection‑specific transcript then drives the 
expression of a number of target genes which protect against the effects of the PFT.50 
There is some cross‑talk between the mechanisms involved in the response to PFTs and 
those required to tolerate conditions of low oxygen. Indeed, activation of the hypoxia 
pathway also increases resistance against PFTs. Resistance to hypoxia also involves 
the UPR and in common with the response to PFTs, it is mediated by the transcription 
factor HIF‑1.80

EPIDERMAL IMMUNE RESPONSE TO THE FUNGUS 
DRECHMERIA CONIOSPORA

Most of the bacterial or fungal pathogens described in the previous sections infect 
the worm through the intestinal lumen, which is primarily programmed for destroying 
microbes as part of normal feeding and digestion. In some instances, this can blur the 
distinction between an immune response and the consequence of a change of diet. Other 
pathogens infect worms via the cuticle. Among them, Drechmeria coniospora is a natural 
fungal pathogen of nematodes, including C. elegans (M.A Felix, personal communication). 
D. coniospora pierces the worm’s cuticle and its hyphae proliferate first in the epidermis, 
then throughout the organism. This provokes a complex transcriptional response involving, 
among others, the upregulation of AMP genes.24,58 These include members of two 
phylogenetically‑related families, the nlp and cnc genes, which are present in clusters in 
the genome. Phylogenetic analysis shows that these AMP genes, arose through recent 
duplication and diversification, have been under selective pressure during evolution and 
are thus likely to be important in nature for the survival of C. elegans.58

As this fungal infection involves breaching the cuticle and epidermis, the question 
of whether C. elegans epidermis responds to physical injury was addressed. Needle 
pricking or laser wounding not only provokes an up‑regulation of AMP genes, but also 
triggers a cellular wound‑healing and scarring mechanism.35 These two processes appears 
to be independent, but are normally kept in check by a common negative regulator, the 
nematode Death‑associated protein kinase (DAPK).81 While infection and injury induces 
the expression of both nlp and cnc family genes, the molecular mechanisms that regulate 
each class appear to be strikingly different.

Cell‑Autonomous Regulation of nlp Gene Expression

Through direct genetic screens, proteomics and a candidate gene approach, two 
signalling pathways required for the regulation of nlp gene expression in the epidermis 
have been described. One is specific for infection, the second is also activated by 
wounding. Both pathways converge on a protein kinase C, TPA‑1, which, in turn, acts 
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upstream of the PMK‑1/p38 pathway (Fig. 3). The proximal elements of the pathways 
are, however, distinct. The former requires the conserved protein kinase Tribbles, NIPI‑3, 
while the latter involves heterotrimeric G proteins acting upstream of a phospholipase 
C. All of the characterised components act in a cell‑autonomous manner to control nlp 
gene expression in the epidermis.35,82

For the time being, the identity of the putative G‑protein coupled receptor (GPCR) that 
activates the heterotrimeric G proteins is unknown, nor is it known how NIPI‑3 is activated. 
There are, nonetheless, marked similarities between the molecular architecture underlying 
these pathways and the organisation of the signalling pathways that regulate the innate 
immune response both in Drosophila and in vertebrates. These led to the speculation that 
the innate immune response to D. coniospora arose from a GPCR‑dependent mechanism 

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the different signalling pathways and their components involved 
in the induction of antimicrobial peptides expression upon D. coniospora infection. Expression of the 
nlp genes is controlled by a PKC/SARM/p38 MAPK pathway and expression of cnc genes is controlled 
by a TGF‑b pathway.
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used to detect cellular damage, which was subsequently ameliorated by the addition of 
a pathogen‑specific detection mechanism.

Paracrine Regulation of cnc Gene Expression

Surprisingly, the cnc gene family is regulated in an entirely different fashion, as 
it is largely independent of the PMK‑1/p38 pathway. Induction of the cnc genes after 
infection requires the ligand DBL‑1/TGF‑b, produced by certain neuronal cells, which 
acts via its normal receptor SMA‑6/DAF‑4 expressed on epidermal cells (Fig. 3). The 
resultant signal is transduced by a noncanonical TGF‑b pathway that does not involve 
all three SMAD proteins, hitherto considered to be indispensable for TGF‑b signalling 
in C. elegans. Artificially altering the level of expression of the TGF‑b modulated the 
strength of cnc induction after infection but did not affect the basal level of cnc gene 
expression, suggesting that infection triggers the conversion of an inactive precursor into 
an active TGF‑b. This is reminiscent of the proteolytic activation of Spaetzle required for 
triggering the Toll pathway during the immune response in Drosophila. As the canonical 
TGF‑b pathway undoubtedly existed before the appearance of the cnc genes, this is another 
clear example of the co‑option and adaptation of a pre‑existing signalling pathway for 
use by the innate immune system.55

CONCLUSION

In the last 10 years, our knowledge of the way C. elegans defends itself against 
microbes has greatly expanded. The worm clearly shows specific immune responses to 
pathogens and their toxins. The signalling processes and effector molecules involved 
in this response have been elucidated to some extent. Interestingly, the main signalling 
pathways involved in the C. elegans immune response are conserved in other species, 
in part because they also play important developmental roles.

On the other hand, much remains to be learnt about the way the nematode recognizes 
pathogens and the receptors involved in this process, as well as the temporal and 
spatial dynamics of the downstream signalling processes. For the latter, techniques to 
visualise proteins and transcripts at the single molecule level within living cells must 
be improved.

It is important to note how deeply the defence mechanisms are embedded in 
the physiology of the organism. We described how important are several aspects of 
behaviour, digestion or stress resistance to defence. Other studies have shown connections 
with reproduction, where sterile mutants are more resistant to bacterial infection in a 
DAF‑16/FOXO dependent manner.83 The same is true for osmotic stress since several 
osmotic mutants are more resistant to fungal infection and some immune effectors genes 
are induced upon osmotic stress although apparently regulated by a dedicated pathway.58,84 
Lastly, lipid synthesis has been shown to be required for the basal activity of the PMK‑1/
p38 pathway that influences resistance against P. aeruginosa.71 Unbiased forward genetics 
screens combined with global functional genomic approaches will help to unravel the 
complex and intricate biology that underlies successful host defences in C. elegans.

Another powerful approach to understand more fully how the innate immune system 
works is to take advantage of the fact that pathogens can specifically interfere with 
the defence mechanisms of the host. For the moment there are only a few examples in 
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C. elegans, such as the down‑regulation of several intestinal immune effectors through 
activation of DAF‑2 by P. aeruginosa which requires bacterial virulence factors controlled 
by the signalling molecule GacA.85 The study of these interactions will also teach us more 
about innate immune defence and the virulence strategies that pathogens have developed 
to escape host immunity.
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